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ANNUAL CATALOGUE 
OF THE 




SCHOOL YEAR 1900-1901. 
WITH ANNOUNCEMENTS FOR THE SCHOOL SESSION 
BEGINNING SEPTEMBER 4, 1901. 
PRAIRIE VIEW, TEXAS, 
WALLER COUNTY. 
AUSTIN: 
VON BOECKMANN, SCHUTZE & CO., STATE PRINTERS. 
1901. 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS.  
The government of Prairie View Normal and Industrial College is 
vested in a Board of Directors, consisting of eight members, appointed by 
the Governor of the State, the Commissioner of Agriculture, Insurance, 
Statistics, and History being ex-officio a member. They are "selected 
from different sections of the State, and hold office for two years, and 
until their successors are qualified." 
MEMBERS OF THE BOARD. 
HON. MARION SANSOM, President, 
Alvarado, Texas. 
HON. A. C. OLIVER, 
Douglassville, Texas. 
HON. WILLIAM MALONE, 
Hunter, Texas. 
HON. P. A. REICHARDT, 
Houston, Texas. 
HON. JEFFERSON JOHNSON, 
Austin, Texas. 
HON. ALVOT SMYTH, 
Mart, Texas. 
HON. P. H. TOBIN, 
Denison, Texas. 
HON. J. A. KOKERNOT, 
San Antonio, Texas. 
PRAIRIE VIEW COMMITTEE. 
HON. E. A. REICHARDT, Chairman. 
HON. MARION SANSOM (ex-officio). 
HON. JEFFERSON JOHNSON. 
PRAIRIE VIEW STATE NORMAL AND INDUSTRIAL 
COLLEGE. 
S. H. B. No. 379.]—An Act to amend Articles 3880 and 3887, of Chapter 5, of 
Title 86, of the Revised Statutes of the State of Texas, relating to the Normal 
School for Colored Teachers at Prairie View. 
SECTION 1. Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Texas: 
That Articles 3886 and £887, of Chapter 5, of Title 86, of the Bevised 
Civil Statutes of the State of Texas be so amended as that same will here­
after read as follows: 
Article 3886. Said board of directors shall admit one student from 
each Senatorial district, who shall be appointed by the Senator repre­
senting said district, and one student from each Bepresentative district, 
who shall be appointed by the member of the Legislature representing 
said district; provided, that where there are more than one Bepresenta­
tive in a district each Bepresentative of such district shall appoint one 
student, said students to be taken from the colored population of this 
State, which said students shall not be less than sixteen years of age at 
the time of their admission; provided, the said school shall hereafter be 
called and known as "Prairie View State Normal and Industrial Col­
lege." 
Article 3887. Said board shall appoint a principal teacher and such 
assistant teacher or teachers of said school and such other officers of said 
school as may b enecessary, and shall make such rules, by-laws and regu­
lations for the government of said school as they deem necessary and 
proper, and shall regulate the course of study and the manner of perform­
ing labor to be performed by the students, and shall provide for the hoard 
and lodging and instruction to the students, without pecuniary charge 
to them, other than that each student shall be required to pay one-third 
of the cost of said board, lodging and instruction, quarterly, in advance, 
and said board of directors shall regulate the course of discipline neces­
sary to enforce the faithful discharge of the duties of all officers, teachers, 
students and employes of said school, and shall have the same printed 
and circulated for the benefit of the people of the State and the officers, 
teachers, students and employes of said school. 
SEC. 2. The near approach of the end of the session, and the crowded 
condition of the calendar of both houses of the Legislature, and the 
improbability that this bill can be reached in its order on three several 
days in each house, and the great need and demand for the passage of this 
act, creates an emergency and an imperative public necessity exists for 
the suspension of the constitutional rule requiring bills to be read on 
three several days in each house, and said rule is so suspended. 
Approved June 6, 1899. 
FACULTY. 
E. L. BLACKSIIEAR, Principal, 
Mental and Moral Science and Pedagogy. 
W. B. WOODRUFF, Assistant Principal, 
Agricultural Department. 
C. W. LUCKIE, 
English and Latin. 
M. H. BROYLES, 
Mathematics. 
J. E. GUINN, 
Natural and Physical Sciences. 
H. M. TARVER, 
History. 
E. H. HOLMES, 
Mechanical Department. 
MISS CALLIE D. WILLIS, 
Female Industrial Department. 
MISS HARRIET F. KIMBRO, 
Preceptress. 
Assistant Instructors. 
MISS HATTIE E. LEE, Normal Classes. 
R. L. ISAACS, Normal Classes. 
W. C. ROLLINS, Normal Classes. 
A. E. FLEWELLYN, Industrial Classes. 
J. J. BURNETT, Industrial Classes. 
OFFICERS. 
Y.\.\ B. THORNTON, M. D., 
Physician. 
WADE C. ROLLINS, 
Secretary to Principal. 
R. L. ISAACS, 
Monitor. 
H. C. ALDRIDGE, 
Steward. 
A. D. EWELL, 
Foreman of Laundry. 
R. H. HINES, 
Foreman of Farm. 




M. H. BROYLES, 
Secretary of Faculty. 
C. W. LTJCKIE, 
Bookkeeper. 
E. L. BLACKSHEAR, 
Local Treasurer. 
Student Assistants. 
E. W. SCOTT, in Mattress-making. 
W. M. K. BROWN, in Broom-making. 
REFITS JOHNSON, in Shoe-making. 
J. G. SIMS, Engineer. 
CALENDAR FOR 1901-1902. 
1901. 
Wednesday, September 4.—Formal opening ; registering and matricu­
lation of students. 
Thursday and Friday September 5 and 6.—Entrance examination. 
Friday, October ,4.—Monthly examinations. 
Friday, November 1.—Monthly examinations. 
Tuesday and Wednesday, November 26 apcl 27.—Term examinations. 
Thursday, November 28.—Holiday—Thanksgiving Day. 
Monday, December 2.—Pay day. State students. 
Wednesday, December 25.—Holiday—Christmas. 
Friday, December 27.—Monthly examinations. 
1902. 
Wednesday, January !.—Holiday—New Year. 
Friday, January 24.—Monthly examinations. 
Saturday, February 22.—Holiday—Washington's Birtfiday, State 
Arbor Day. 
Thursday and Friday, February 27 and 28.—Term examinations. 
Saturday, March 1.—Pay day. State students. 
Friday, March 28.—Monthly examinations. 
April 21.—-Holiday—San Jacinto Day. 
Thursday and Friday, May 22 and 23.—Term examinations. 
Sunday, June 1.—Commencement Sermon. 
Tuesday, June 3.—Commencement Exercises. Annual Address. 
Awarding of Diplomas and Certificates. 
ALUMNI.  
CLASS OF 1885. 
Armstrong, Samuel W Physician Dallas. 
Fairchild, Nettie Y. (Burford) Teaching Houston City Schools. 
Gibbs, Alfred E Teaching..... .Waller County. 
Henderson, Nat Q Deputy Revenue Collector Columbus. 
Stamps, Perry A Minister Marlin. 
Whitaker, Kate J. (Clay) Teaching Montgomery. 
CLASS OF 1886. 
"Arthur, James A Taught Burnet County. 
Dial, Caesar A Teaching Anderson County. 
*Ewell, Sallie A. R. (Starks) Taught •• Dallas County. 
Freeman, Maggie B Teaching Rusk County. 
"Johns, Judge D ....Taught Prairie View. 
Monroe, Lizzie E. (Bunn) Chicago, Illinois. 
Newton, Alex. N Teaching Brazos County. 
Smith, Ella S. (Thompson) Teaching Denison, Grayson County. 
Thomas. Lizzie E. (Lashwah) Taught: Austin City Schools. 
"Wilson, Johnnie A Taught Galveston County. 
"Webb, Frank J., Jr Physician Washington, D. C. 
Williams, J. Calvin Teaching San Jacinto County. 
CLASS OF 1887. 
Anderson, Rufus G Teaching Terrell. 
Brooks, James L Teaching Smith County. 
"Brock, Eliza E. (Ferguson) 
*Campbell, Lewis C 
Demuskes, Albert D Teaching Gonzales County. 
"Dibble, Jeanetta B. (Mosley) Taught Smith County. 
Daniel, Peter W Teaching San Jacinto County. 
*Fairchild, Georgia Taught Houston City Schools. 
Ferrill, David G - Dentist Houston. 
Frazier, Wales W Teaching Jasper County. 
Harper, Richard F Teaching Principal, Yoakum. 
Johnson, Wade Teaching Prin. Bonham City Schools. 
Jenkins, Lucius Teaching Gregg County. 
King. William H 'teaching Limestone County. 
Knight, Edward Messenger War Dep't, Washington, I). C. 
Mosely, Jessie M Physician Denison. 
Madison, Ada O. (Hubbard) Teaching Austin. 
Shaw, Celia G. (Kealing) Philadelphia. 
"Scott, Benj. H., Jr 
Turner, George W Messenger in U. S. A., San Antonio, Tex. 
Wheatley, Dennis S Teaching San Jacinto County. 
"Wilson, Maggie L ( Taught Robertson County. 
"Deceased. 
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CLASS OF 1888. 
Wolf, Wilson W New York. 
Lloyd, Henry D Principal Jacksonville. 
Wilson, Daniel W Washington, D. C. 
Williams, Cornelius J Lawyer Galveston. 
Pender, Marion H Principal Floresvilie. 
Doty, Edward S Teaching Collin County. 
Freeman, John A...., Teaching Brazos County. 
Vandergraff, Bessie B. (Sublett) Washington, D. C. 
Collins, Tlios. A Teaching Williamson County. 
Holland, Robert E. L , Physician Temple. 
Spiller, Oscar C Teaching Walker County. 
Grumbles, John A Route Agent San Antonio. 
Pollard, Fannie C. (Anderson) Austin. 
*Benton, Joseph Deaf, Dumb and Blind Asylum...Austin. 
Daule, Eugene A Teaching Cuero. 
Taylor, Mattie E. (Fields) Cameron, Mo. 
Wilkinson, Jefferson E Teaching Leon County. 
Howilrd, Thomas A Teaching Tyler County. 
Davis, Samuel L Teaching Polk County. 
Pollard, Thomas T Teaching Jefferson County. 
CLASS OF 1889. 
Campbell, Richard A Lawyer San Antonio, Texas. 
Edmerson, Daniel G Teaching Brazos County. 
Holland, William H ".....Teaching Montgomery County. 
Hodges, James T Teaching Gonzales. 
Hilliard, Asa G Teaching Matagordo County. 
^Hudson, Felix L Panola County. 
Jenkins, Thomas J Principal Henderson City School. 
Kirkpatrick, Andrew J Teaching Sherman City Schools. 
Lanier, George W Teaching Navarro County. 
Moore, John R Physician Washington County. 
Speaker, Jefferson II Teaching Navarro County. 
Taylor, Jubal L., Sr Principal Montgomery. 
Tarver, II. M Professor of History Prairie View. 
Watson, George W Teaching Waller County. 
Winters, Perry A Teaching Robertson County. 
CLASS OF 1890. 
•Arthur, Drew Colorado County. 
•Brown, Robert B McLennan County. 
Holland, Tobe B Teaching Bastrop County. 
Jackson, Carrie (Rhone) Teaching Waller County. 
Fraction, Wallace E Teaching Lockhart City Scho61s. 
Moton, Jonas S Payne College Salem, Ala. 
Miller, William E Teaching Prin. Houston City Schools. 
Broyles, HattieL Teaching Gregg County. 
Pickard, Abram R Principal Beeville. 
Ryan, James D Teaching \ Houston City Schools. 
Sweatt, James L Route Agent Houston. 
Whiting, Lott R Teaching Washington County. 
•Deceased. 
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CLASS OF 1891. 
*Baker, Minnie M. (Coffin) Marshall, Harrison County. 
Cokeley, Violet (Hughes) Teaching Fort Worth. 
Coleman, Sarah W Teaching Husk County. 
Foster, Lewis L Teaching San Augustine. 
Holland, Carrie A. (Crawford) Marlin. 
Morrow, Polly S Teaching Travis County. 
McBetli, Ellen A. (Barbour) Galveston. 
Pierce, S. V Teaching Cherokee County. 
Pickard, J. H Principal Gonzales. 
Rogers, Martha A Teaching Palestine City Schools. 
Robinson,-II. D Teaching Harrison County. 
Smith, A. M Principal Caldwell. 
Smith, W. J Principal Houstoil City Schools. 
Thompson, L. L Teaching Robertson County. 
Washington, Irene B. (Jenkins) Austin. 
*Whittlesy, Eva A. (Donnell) Galveston. 
Williams, T. L Principal Lampasas. 
By special action of the Board ot Directors, the following Licentiates of 
Prairie View Normal School had diplomas issued them in lieu of 
certificates: 
Patterson, W. R., May 10, 1890. 
Anderson, J. R., May 10, 1890. 
Stewart, J. H., November 10, 1890. 
Rogers, M. M., July 6,1891. 
Nash, L. A., July 6, 1891. 
*Sublett, D. L., June 3, 1892. 
*Patterson, G. W., June 3, 1892. 
CLASS OF 1892. 
Daniels, Delia A. (Abram) Teaching Oakwood. 
Green, Isliam Teaching Colorado County. 
Kelley, John Q. A Clerk in War Dep't Jeffersonville, Ind. 
Lucas, Thomas C Teaching San Antonio. 
McVea, Henry M Principal Waelder. 
Waring, Joseph H Teaching Cass County. 
CLASS OF 1893. 
Black, Robert B Teaching Falls County. 
Chaney, Ida L. (Boone) Teaching La Grange. 
Fairchilds, T. M Route Agent San Antonio. 
Harris, R. H Principal Pledger. 
Isaacs, R. L Teacher and Monitor Prairie View. 
Krause, J. H Principal Brazoria. 
Nobles, Minnie M. (Visor) Teaching Lee County. 
^Washington, P. A Taught Fort Bend County. 
Wilkinson, Mary V Teaching Leon County. 
* Deceased. 
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CLASS OF 1894. 
Charlton, T. J Principal Beaumont. 
Douglass, T. J Principal McKinney. 
Foreman, Emma V. J Galveston County. 
Gates, S. H Principal Flatonia. 
Hall, Emma O Mexico. 
Jenkins, W. B Teaching Galveston City Schools. 
Lawrence, Blanche J Teaching..... Jackson County. 
McCall, VY. T Teaching Austin City Schools. 
Mims, O. A, Teaching Brazos County. 
*Sayles, P. S Taught Jackson County. 
Thompson, T. T Mail Agent t Palestine. 
Tucker, A. N Teaching Lee County. 
CLASS OF 1895. 
Aycock, Bryant Y Teaching Kaufman County. 
Barrow, Callie I) Teaching Longview. 
Calhoun, William L Teaching Thompson. 
Franklin, Armstard L Teaching Cherokee County. 
Granger, John W Teaching Oakland. 
Gray, George N. T Teaching Walker County. 
Hilburn, Annie A. (Jenkins) , Henderson. 
Henry, Silas W Teaching Gonzales. 
Harper, Albert A Teaching De Witt County. 
Jenkins, Henry M Teaching Gregg County. 
Newton, William D Teaching Hackberry. 
Rains, Sarah V. (Franklin) Teaching Cherokee < ounty. 
*Robinson, Virginia A Teaching Orange. 
Smith, Jacob A Teaching Burleson County. 
Shanks, David S Teaching Sprinkle. 
CLASS OF 1896. 
H. S. Amerson Teaching Washington, Texas. 
W. D. Benton U. S. Meat Inspector St. Joe, Mo. 
H. J. Betts Teaching Lee County. 
Timothy Chandler Teaching Austin. 
W. H. Douglas Principal Bells. 
Ella Fairchild Teaching Floresville. 
O. R. Frazier Teaching Magnolia Springs. 
F, J. Grant Principal Livingston. 
Ammond Hall Teaching Sunnyside. 
Birdie Hatcher (Wilson) Teaching Waller County. 
S. T. Huff Teaching Luling. 
J. P. Jones Teaching City Schools, Houston. 
Maggie Manning Teaching City Schools, Houston. 
I. S. Mason Teaching Courtney. 
M. B. Patten Teaching Huntsville. 
S. C. Patten Teaching Evergreen. 
John Richards Teaching Brazoria County. 
W. C. Rollins Secretary Prarie View. 
J. R. Singleton Teaching Lee County. 
Delia Scott Teaching Willis. 
Mary E. omith (Fridia) Waco. 
Mary E. Starks , Teaching Hempstead. 
J. L. Taylor Teaching Lee County. 
J. R. Thomas Mail Agent Austin. 
T. M. White Principal Neylandville. 
Jessie Wilson Teaching Waller County. 
*Deceased. 
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CLASS OF 1897. 
James W. Bartlett Teaching Falls County. 
Adele B. Branch Teaching Brenham. 
William A. Caldwell Teaching Camp County. 
Sebastian C. Collins Teaching Hempstead 
Allen WT. English Teaching Falls County. 
William B. Moseley Teaching I)e Witt County. 
Cynthia A. Petit Teaching Marlin. 
James C. Pitts Principal Columbia. 
William B. Southern Teaching Grayson County. 
John A. Yeasy Teaching Wood County. 
Horace C. Smith Teaching Hearne. 
CLASS OF 1898. 
Dora Alexander Teaching Robertson County 
Mary M. Cain Teaching Travis County. 
Daisy T. Freeman Galveston. 
Emma J. V. Guinn Prairie Yiew. 
Luna A. King (Fluellen) Prairie View. 
Helen T. Peel Teaching Morris County. 
Rosa Warner Teaching McLennan County. 
J. J. Burnett Carpenter Prairie View. 
J. E. Davis Teaching Waller County. 
E. L. Dennis Teaching Colorado County. 
R. V. Driver Teaching Jasper County. 
3. D. Martin Teaching Milam Couaty. 
K. B. Polk Teaching Lamar County. 
J. B. Robinson Teaching Sunny Side. 
CLASS OF 1899. 
Bacon, Orange I Teaching Lavaca County. 
Bryant, IraB Teaching Nacogdoches County. 
Edwards. Napoleon B Teaching Gonzales County. 
Gerald", Dora P Teaching Marlin City Schools. 
Haynes, H. Thomas Teaching Brazos County. 
Howard, Lew Z Teaching Bosqueville. 
Isaacs, Mary E Teaching Houston City Schools. 
Johnson, Walter L. D Teaching Kaufman County. 
Johnson, William A Carpenter Houston, Texas. 
Jordan, Hugh M Teaching Smith County. 
Kemp, Elijah A Teaching Brajos County. 
McPhaul, Virginia A Teaching Bastrop County. 
Punch, Albert E Teaching Rusk County. 
Rawls, Daniel R Teaching San Augustine County. 
Sims, Emma Teaching Huntsville City Schools. 
Scales, Harrison D Teaching Fort Bend County. 
Walker, Lewis Teaching Kaufman County. 
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GLASS OF 1900. 
Baker, Isaiali P Teaching Brownwood. 
Brawley, Thomas II Teaching Williamson County. 
Bush, James T Teaching Anvil, I. T. 
Charlton, Geo. C Teaching Harris County. 
Craig, Maud E Teaching Matagorda County. 
Hale, Jno. W Teaching Henderson. 
Hallowel], Bessie M Teaching Wharton County. 
Hawkins, Corinne Teaching Denison City Schools. 
Hines, Robt. H Foreman of Farm Rrairie View. 
Hill, Craddie Teaching Lavaca County. 
Kerr, Willie W Teaching Austin County. 
Owens, C. C... Student Atlanta University, Atlanta,Ga. 
Pollard, Lettie O Teaching Montgomery County. 
Robinson, Isaiah II Teaching Orange County. 
Scoggins, Emily B Teaching Cameron. 
Starks, Ellen L Teaching Waller County. 
Watson, Blount II Teaching Harris County. 
Williams, J. W Teaching Houston County. 
Washington, Carrie P. (Hines) Prairie View. 
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LICENTIATES, 1897. 
Grade 
of Certifi­ Issued. Valid. Expires. 
cate. 
First June 4 4 Years June 4, 1901 
First June 4 4 Years June 4, 1901 
First June 4 4 Years June 4, 1901 
First June 4 4 Years June 4, 1901 
First June 4 4 Years June 4. 1901 
First June 4 4 Years June 4, 1901 
First June 4 4 Years June 4, 1901 
Fiist ' June 4 4 Years J une 4, 1901 
First June 4 4 Years J une 4. 1901 
First June 4 4 Years 
4 Years 
June 4. 1901 
First June 4 June 4, 1901 
First J une 4 4 Years June 4, 1901 
First June 4 4 Years June 4, 1901 
First June 4 4 Years June 4, 1901 
First J une 4 4 Years June 4, 1901 
First June 4 4 Years June 4, 1901 
First June 4 4 Years June 4, 1901 
First June 4 4 Years June 4, 1901 
First J une 4 4 Years June 4, 1901 
First June 4 4 Years June 4, 1901 
First June 4 4 Years June 4. 1901 
First June 4 4 Years June 4, 1901 
First June 4 4 Years June 4, 1901 
First June 4 4 Years J une 4, 1901 
Fi rst June 4 4 Years June 4. 1901 
First June 4 4 Years June 4, 1901 
First June 4 4 Years June 4. 1901 
First June 4 4 Years June 4, 1901 
First June 4 4 Years June 4. 1901 
First June 4 4 Years June 4, 1901 
N ame. 
J. W. Hale 
J. W. Fenet 
J. W. Duncan 
G. W. Lee 
B. A. Lusk 
M. D. Alexander 
Mrs. Martha Sheppard. 
F. L. Brown 
S. L. Calhoun 
Nellie Aray 
M. F. Baylis 
W. R. Bryant 
Mary Cain 
Sammie Cotton 
J. E. Davis 
Elias Dennis 
Daisy Freeman 
J. W. Hogg 
H. S. Holston 
H. G. Kenner 
J. D. Martin 
Emma Petit 
Sarah Sanders 
A. J. Simpson 
V. V. Smith 
Fannie L. Story 
B. H. Watson 
Emma J. V. Guinn 
E. D. Thompson 
H. D. Scales 
LICENTIATES, 1898. 
Name. 
P. H. Gray 
Mary L. Hamilton 
H. Thomas Haynes 
L. Z. Howard 
Pearl Isaacs 
William A. Johnson... 
Walter L. D. Johnson 
E. A. Kemp 
Carrie Mason 
Virginia McPhaul 
T. K. Price 
I. H. Robinson 
Emma Sims 
George A. Wells 
P. A. Rochon 
T. A. Barge 
M. F. Bayliss 
C. W. E. Carr 
H. M. Jordan 




































































4 Y ears 
4 Years 
Expires. 
May 31, 1902 
May 31. 1902 
May 31, 1902 
May 31, 1902 
May 31, 1902 
May 31, 1902 
May 31, 1902 
May si, 1902 
May 31, 1902 
May 31. 1902 
May 31| 1902 
May 31, 1902 
May 31, 1902 
May 3 , 1602 
May 31, 1902 
May 31, 1902 
May 31, 1902 
May 31, 1902 
May 31, 1902 
May 31. 1902 
TVToxrOI 1 flAO 












H. T. Scott 
Ida Tarver 




G. W. Crouch 
R. B. Spikes 
T. W. Williams 
L. B. Hall 
Emma Kirby 
Mary Lee 
Z. H. Parker 
S. H. Turner 
G. D. Prewitt 
Ethel T. Money 
R. A. Alexander 




Alberta K. Dee 
G. W. Everett 
Lillie E. Smith 
Jno. C. Reed 
Sarah E. Gibson 
Nannie M. Giay 
,J. E. Goodloe 
E. L. Goodwin 





Mrs. M. A. Johnson.. 




J. L. McCowan..; 
A. J. Phillips 
Willie E. Perry 
C. M. Robinson 
Lucinda Rodgers 
Ida Sims. 
Pearl I. Snow 
Serelda B. Sterne 
Mrs. E. E. Smith 
J. W. Stephenson 
Lila Tolliver 
J. W. Sanders 





























































































































2 Y ears 
2 Years 
2 Years 












































J une 6 
June 6 
June 6 




























































Issued. Valid. Expires. 
























June 6, 1903 
June 6, 1903 
June 6, 1903 
June 6, 1903 
June 6, 1903 
June 6, 1903 
June 6, 1903 
June 6, 1903 
June 6, 1903 
June 6, 1903 
June 6, 1903 
June 6, 1903 
T. II. Brawley 
J. M. Benton 
Jas. T. Bush 
Maud E. Craig 








C. C. Owens 
R. H. Hines 
Bessie Hallowell 
Carrie P. Washington 






AWARDED SECOND GRADE CERTIFICATES; 
VALID 2 YEARS. EXPIRE JUNE 5, 1902. 
Ambrose Bryant Longview. 
Desdemona Bryant Navasota: 
Felix Brown Center. 
Florence Bloodworth Lockhart. 
Susie Brooks Cleburne. 
Willie Blount Navasota. 
H. C. Davis Belton. 
•--Louise Davis Hempstead. 
UVlberi a DeS^ Marlin. 
Berry L. Duncan Belton. 
Mary Daniel Luna. 
Calvin J. Garrett Brazoria. 
Mabel M. Hallowed Goliad. 
William Haynes Navasota. 
Jason A. Hodges : Gonzales. 
Stephen A. Hurdle Greenville. 
Lawson Haynes Village Mills. 
John D. Henry Glen Fawn. 
Mary E. Hughes Willis. 
Elizabeth E. Haynes Bryan. 
Annie B. Isaacs Brenharn. 
Hattie Johnson Sherman. 
Imogene King Hillsboro. 
A. N. King Crockett. 
Samuel Kinney Denison. 
Mary E. Lee...* Prairie View. 
C. C. Mitchell Marshall. 
Henry L. Muckleroy Park. 
Mamie M. Moore ..Gonzales. 
Eula E. McShann Alpha. 
Arthur Pittman Ennis. 
William H. C. RatclifE Colthorp. 
Edward M. Scott Victoria. 
John W. Thomas Josserand. 
Ada E. Williams Jlackberrv. 
Alice L. Williams Fort Worth. 
Emma B. Whitby Goliad. 
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AWARDED FIRST GRADE CERTIFICATES. 
VALID 4 YEARS. EXPIRE JUNE 5, 1904. 
Milton W. Betan , Navasota. 
Arthur J. Brooks El Paso. 
Benjamin C. Cook Hallettsville. 
De Witt McClennan Carthage. 
Wales M. McCarter Magnolia Springs. 
Joseph Payne Hackberry. 
Giles A. Randolph Eagle Lake. 
Robert Simms Winsboro. 
Sarah E. Gibson Henderson. 
Elsie B. Holiday Galveston. 
Florence B. Holcomb Austin. 
Jesse E. Horton San Augustine. 
Columbus H. Hogan Chappell Hill. 
Emma.L. D. Connor Mumford. 
Alexander R. Jefferson La Grange. 
ROLL OF STUDENTS, 1900-1901. 
FIRST YEAR CLASS. 
Name. Postofflce. 
Aikins, B. L Anchor. 
Anderson, J. A Marlin. 
Anderson, Ollie 
Benjamin, Delmo ' Mexia. 
Bromley, W. E Henderson. 
Brown, W. M. K Orange. 
Brown, Diloie Gonzales. 
Bush, W. G McKinney. 
Busl), L. W McKinney. 
Ber-ry, L. B Houston. 
Butler, H. W Point Blank. 
Brooks, Amy E Cleburne. 
Browning, M. L Sherman. 
Blake, Carrie Somerville. 
Bruce, Pearl San Antonio. 
Brooks, Bettie Brenham. 
Carter, Addie C Wortham. 
Clay, Josie Galveston. 
Crowe, Nannie L Sedalia. 
Crowe, Annie L Sedalia. 
Choice, Pearl Gain- sville. 
Calaway, C. C Hempstead. 
Dav.is, Canary Waco. 
Duval, Brainie Waco. 
Dimry, Millie R Eagle Pass. 
Daniel, Badora Shreveport, La. 
Denton, Elnora Hillsboro. 
Epperson, Willie O Franklin. 
Edwards, S. E Houston. 
Etherly, Mattie L Gay Hill. 
Evans, Elias R Palestine. 
Flournoy, Mno Omaha. 
Fontaine, H. A Navasota. 
Frazier, Sarah Magnolia Springs. 
Fulton, Katie Y Belton. 
Gaston, Pearl L Jacksonville. 
Gilpin, A. J Mason. 
Gray, E. 0 Ituntsville. 
Glover, Osa Sunnyside. 
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Name. Tostoffice. 
Green, T. A Terrell. 
Goree, Willie Atlanta. 
Guinn, Elvis Prarie View. 
Hammons, Flora Winona. 
Hammons, P. L Winona. 
Hammond, Cora B Calvert. 
Haynes, Iola Weldon. 
Harris, A. C Georgetown. 
Hightower, Annie.. Granbury. 
Hightower, Josie ' Granbury. 
Hill, Lenora Galveston. 
Holmes, Lueile Galveston. 
Huddleston, Jaunita ....Waco. 
Hughes, Mattie ...Oakland. 
Hudson, J. J Green Billry 
Hunter, Mattie L... Weimer.'X 
Howard, Mary Waverly. 
Hamilton, Nola J Rice. 
Hill, Willie M Rockdale. 
Hill, Versie J Rockdale. 
Hooks, T. F Hooks. 
Hardemon, Henry Bastrop. 
Jackson, Carrie ;Palestine. 
-Jackson, Abner "Nunnsville.S— 
*Jones, Pearl L ; Marshall. 
Jcrdan, Maud L Orange. 
Johnson. Artie R Cameron. 
Killion, Helen En'nis. 
Kenny, Ida Navasota. 
Kenner, Trabue Prairie View. 
King, Jas. C Paris. 
King. H. F Crockett. 
H arris, Arthur Georgetown. 
•'Lee, Edward Houston. 
Lewis, J. C Hempstead. 
Lightfoot, Gus Paris. 
Lindsay, Chas Plum. 
Luper, L. G Sedalia. 
Lynn, Mary Reagan. 
Mims, Cleopatra Calvert. 
Manos, Estena Bosqueville. 
Matthews, E. H Havasota. 
Martin, Helen Kiomache-V" 
McMullen, Geo Milford. 
Hash, Zenobia Mumford.. 
"Nauls, Janie OttawaA 
Norman, Alta Dallas. 
Pendleton, R. H Prairie View. 
Pugh. Amelia Hearne. 
Paschal, N. I Pickton 
Peters. Louis Duke, 
-Phillips, .T. H Timpson 
Rayford. R. W TysOn 
Robinson, E. W Orange. 
Roberts, Wm Carthage. 
Robinson, Blanche Dallas. 
Richards, Willie E Lancaster. 
Saunders, Phoebe Marlip. 
Sasser, Florence Houston. 
Session, A. D Quitman. 
Smith, Laura Prairie View. 
Spencer, "Nina Weldon. 
Scott, Lygusta Clarksville. 
Sims, Henry Waxahachie. 
t 
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Name. Postoffice. 
Simmons, Amanda Fairfield. 
Sanderson, L. E , Bonney. 
Smith, Samuel Reagan. 
Stockton. Rector HickstopJf" 
Sims. J. G Waxahachie. 
Terry, J. A >. Paris. 
Terry, Sadie Laredo. 
Taylor, Henry La Grange. 
Turner, H. L Georgetown. 
Thomas, Alice Prairie View. 
Thompson, Winnifred Bastrop. 
Taylor, Lilla P Waco. 
Toliver, Luverta Prairie View. 
Williams, Willie : Denison. 
Williams, C. A Sunnyside. 
Wheeler, A. M Marlin. 
Washington, W. R Marlin. 
White, Nannie E Anderson. 
Wadley, Ora Hillsboro. 
Washington, Maud Marlin. 
Watson, G. M Beeville. 
Wofford, J. W Midway. 
Wofford. Daisy J Midway. 
Wash, E. K Lavernia. 
Wyatt, Henry Hempstead. 
Wyatt, J. R Moscow. 
Ward, E. E Oakland. 
Willis, R. J Waco. 
Young, Louise Jefferson, A 
Yarbrougli, J. E Mexia. ^ \ 
SECOND YEAR CLASS. 
Adams, Annie Dallas. 
Andrews, Pauline Calvert. 
Anderson, T. L Beaumont. 
Allen, R. C Hearno. 
Banks, Eugene Houston. 
Binkley, Bessie Decatur. 
Brad-ley, J. W Alto. 
Breed. G. W Richmond. 
Burnett, Oma • Waxahachie. 
Cass-, Courtney Wilford-*-
Charlton, Fannie Beaumont. 
Cambell, E. J Nacogdoches. 
Clay, Oscar San Antonio. 
Cole, Austin F Rice. 
Cooper, S. E Oakland. 
Con-ner, Maud Glidden. 
Crawford, L. B Bonliam. 
Dabney, Sadie A Snooks. 
Duval, Viola Smithville. 
Douglass, A. D Galveston. 
Douglass, G. W Beaumont. 
Echols, Geo. W Mexia. 
Feldar, Joana Hempstead. 
Ferguson. Gertrude Galveston. 
FraziCr, Rosa L GainsviTle. 
Gibson, Georgia Marlin. 
Guilmenot, Cornelia Corpus Christi. 
Hawk-ins, Frank Navasota. 
Hinton, M. E Tyler. 
Henderson, Pinkie..." Mexia. 
Hillman, James Navasota. 
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Name. Postoffice. 
Hobbs, A. .1 IslancVT 
Hogg, Lula A Rusk. 
Holland, Ada E Willis. 
Jones, Eva L : Marshall. 
Johnson, Claudia Sherman. 
Johnson, Rufus Winchester. 
Johnson, T. A Uvalde. 
Kemp, T Hempstead. 
K.irkpatrick, Sophia Moorevilh-. 
Lacy, J. H OakWood. 
Lee, Willie C Kendleton. 
Little, Hiram Independence. 
Lillie, W. B... Hempstead. 
Liggins, Lizzie South Austin. 
Lynn, Leonora Pittsburg. 
Manion, G. D Athens. 
Maynard, Willie Lockhart. 
Mitcham, Josie Greenville. 
Moore, Gertrude Grand Prairie. 
Moore, Coleman G Luling. 
Myers. F. D Houston. 
McCall, Mattie Houston. 
McMullen, Mary Millord. 
Powell. E. C Jumbo. 
Smith, Rosa San Antonio. 
Smith, A. M Caldwell. 
Sprott, E. D Cold Springs. 
Spicer, Hayes Mexia. 
Starks, J. Q Dallas. 
Scott. Fannie M Austin. 
Tarver, R. IT Gay Hill. 
Taylor, Willie Houston. 
Walker, E. W Gonzales. 
Warner, L. B Waco. 
Weaver, L. A Bosqueville. 
Williamson, E. T Tennessee Colony. 
Williams, Chas. G Wharton. 
Woodard, Irving Fort Worth. 
Wyatt, Bogie Prairie View. 
Ward, Eddie Oakland. 
Wright, Alex Stephenyille. 
THIRD YEAR CLASS. 
Austin, Tennie H Mertens. 
Betts, T. M Giddings. 
Bauchman, N az ! Lad on fa. 
Blancks, Mary E , San Antonio. 
Blount. Mary O San Augustine. 
Brooks, S. A Cleburne. 
Bryant, Desdemona Navasota. 
Casaway, C. L San Antonio. 
Daniel, MaryL ......Luna. 
Davis, W. L Scliulenberg. 
Duncan, Perry L Belton. 
Fleeks, F. C Crockett. 
Foreman, A. R Bonner. 
Fowler, S. II Ft. Worth. 
Haynes, E. E Bryah. 
Haywood, Nellie San Antonio. 
Henry, J. D Glen Fawn. 
Henderson, Jesse Winchester. 
Hill. Annie J Calvert. 
Hilliard, E. L Hackberrv. 
\ 
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Name. Postoffice. 
Hughes, Mary E Willis. 
Hurdle, S. A Greenville. 
Johnson, Frank M Dallas. 
Johnson, Annie L Montgomery. 
Johnson, Lucile W ...Tyler. 
Kinney, Samuel Denison. 
Love, E. W. D Atlanta. 
Mavs, A. Gertrude Corpus Christ!. 
Milligan, A. J Hearne. 
Mitchell, J. H Brenham. 
Moore, M. M Gonzales. 
Mitckleroy, H. L Park. 
McCollougli. E. S Houston. 
McShann, Eula Alpha. 
Pittman, A. B Ennis. 
Phillips, A. J Brackettville. 
Rutledge. Florence Prairie View. 
Scott. E. W Pendletonville. 
Sheffield, J. W Victoria. 
Strain, Lillie Austin. 
Streeter. L. M Calvert. 
Starks, Jno. H Hempstead. 
Taylor, Willie R Calvert. 
Thomas, J. W..'. Josserand. 
Washington. J. H Hallettsville. 
WeSton, S. W Goliad. 
Williams. Alice Ft. Worth. 
Wilson, Ola B Valley Mills. 
Whitby, Emma B Goliad. 
Young, Maybe] Jefferson. 
FOURTH YEAR CLASS. 
Belin, M. II., (Graduated, awarded diploma June 5, 1901) Navasota. 
Bloodworth, Florence, (Graduated, awarded diploma June 5, 1901)..Lockhart. 
Booker, A. -J., (Graduated, awarded diploma June 5, 1901) El JPaso. 
Carrr C. W. E.. (Graduated, awarded diploma June 5, 1901) Clarksville. 
Cook, B. C., (Graduated, awarded diploma June 5, 1901) Hallettsville. 
Davis, Louisa E., (Graduated, awarded diploma June 5, 1901) Hempstead. 
Dee, A. K., (Graduated, awarded diploma June 5, 1901) Marlin. 
Gibson, S. E., (Graduated, awarded diploma June 5, 1901) Henderson. 
Hallowed, Mable, (Graduated, awarded diploma June 5,1901)..Corpus Christi. 
Hogan, C. H., (Graduated, awarded diploma Jiyie 5, 1901) Chappell Hill. 
Holidv, Elsie, (Graduated, awarded diploma June 5, 1901) Galveston. 
Ho-lcomb. Florence, (Graduated, awarded diploma June 5, 1901) Austin. 
Horton, J. E., (Graduated, awarded diploma June 5, 1901) San Augustine. 
Jefferson. A. R., (Graduated, awarded diploma June 5, 1901) La Grange. 
Martin, 'P. C., (Graduated, awarded diploma June 5, 1901) Cameron. 
McCarter, W. W., (Graduated, awarded diploma June 
5, 1901) Magnolia Springs. 
McClennan, D'Witt, (Graduated, awarded diploma June 5, 1901)...Cartilage. 
McGowen, Lydia, (Graduated, awarded diploma June 5, 1901) Beltdn. 
Payne, Joseph, (Graduated, awarded diploma June 5, 1901) Hackberry. 
Randolph, (P. A., (Graduated, awarded diploma June 5, 1901) Eagle Lake. 
Reed, J. C., (Graduated, awarded diploma June 5, 1901) Ilillsboro. 
Rodgers, Pender, (Graduated, awarded diploma June 5, 1901) La Grange. 
Sims, R. S , (Graduated, awarded diploma June 5, 1901) Winsboro. 
Smith, Lillie, (Graduated, awarded diploma June 5, 1901) Navasota. 
Snow, Pearl, (Graduated, awarded diploma June 5,1901) Galveston. 
Tarver, S. Ida, (Not graduated) Gav Hill! 
Wells, (Mrs.) Mattie, (Not graduated. Received first 
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TEXT-BOOKS. 
Mathematics.-—Arithmetic (Robinson's Complete), Algebra (Shel­
don's), Geometry (Wentworth), Trigonometry (Wentworth). 
Language, History, Literature.—Grammar (Whitney and Lockwood), 
Rhetoric (Genung's), The Beginners in Latin (Collier and Daniell), 
Second Year Latin (Greenough, D'Ooge and Daniell), Caesar (Harper 
and Tolman), Yirgil (Chase and Stuart), Rhetoric and Composition 
(Kellogg), Texas History (Pennybacker), United States History 
(Barnes), General History (Barnes), English Literature (Kellogg), 
American Classics (selected). 
Natural and Physical Sciences.—Descriptive Geography (Maury), 
Physical Geography (Maury), Botany (Gray's Elementary), Zoology 
(Steele), Chemistry (Williams), Geology (Le Conte) ( First Lessons in 
Physical Sciences (Avery), Observation Blanks in Physics (Hammill), 
Physics (Gage), Laboratory Manual of Physics (Gage), Laboratory 
Manual of General Chemistry (Williams). 
Mental, Moral and Educational Sciences.—Pedagogy (Hewitt), School 
Management (White), Psychology (Baldwin), History of Education 
(Compayre), Moral Science (Hickok), Methods (Raub). 
Miscellaneous.—Civics (Young), Bookkeeping (Bryant and Strat-
ton), Economics (McVae), Civil Government and Constitution of Texas 
(Garrett). 
Agricultural.—x\griculture (Lupton), Soils, Crops, and Form (Mor­
row). 
Mechanical.—Mechanics (Dana), Bench Work in Wood (Goss). 
Domestic Economy.—Domestic Science (Willard), Columbian Tailor­
ing System (Coilwell), Boston Sclftol Kitchen. 
OBJECT OF THE SCHOOL. 
Prairie View State Normal and Industrial College has for its object 
the training of persons desiring to fit themselves for the important pro­
fession of teaching, by giving them thorough instruction and practical 
drill in the best recognized methods of organizing, disciplining, and con­
ducting schools. 
The particular aims are to fit colored youths for responsible positions 
in the colored public schools of Texas, to impart something of the schol­
arly spirit indispensable to excellence in teaching, and to awaken an 
enthusiasm for the education and for the industrial and moral improve­
ment of the colored race in Texas. 
Believing in the value of industrial training in connection with the 
literary and professional studies, as a means to mental, moral and eco­
nomic improvement, the Board of Directors have added Agricultural and 
Mechanical Departments and a department of the female industrial 
employments in order to give a well rounded education and to prepare 
the students for practical life. 
) 
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CONDITIONS OF ADMISSION.  
Age.—Xo person under sixteen years of age will be admitted. 
Pledge.—A pledge must be signed to teach as many sessions in the 
public free schools of Texas as the student may attend sessions of 
the School. 
Qualifications.—Persons applying for admission as State appointees 
must sustain a satisfactory examination, conducted by a Board of 
Examiners, appointed by the Senators or Eepresentatives of the 
respective districts of the State, in Arithmetic, as far as Percentage; 
Orthography, English Grammar, and Composition, Geography, 
Texas History, and the History of the United States; in all of which 
a fair degree of proficiency must be demonstrated to warrant an 
appointment. 
Character.—Senators and Eepresentatives are most earnestly re­
quested to carefully consider the moral character of all applicants; 
their fitness to become teachers, also their scholarship; and to 
appoint no one who is not in every respect worthy. 
Incompetent Applicants Shall be Ilejected by the Faculty.—No 
State students shall be admitted into the Institution, who, upon 
examination by the Principal, shall be found materially deficient in 
a knowledge of the branches named in condition 3. Hence, Boards 
of Examiners are earnestly requested not to recommend candidates, 
unless satisfied as to their qualifications. 
Faculty Has Power to Dismiss for Deficiencies.—If, after a pupil is 
admitted, lie be found either mentally, morally, or physically unable 
to pursue the course with a fair prospect of making a teacher in a 
reasonable time, he will be dimissed, and his Senator or Eepresent-
ative notified to fill the vacancy. 
Advance payment of entrance fees of $10.00 by all students, and 
payment of $30.00 per year maintenance by State students, $10.00 
of it to be paid on entrance, $10.00 on December 1st, and $10.00 on 
March 1st, a total of forty dollars. Pay students pay $10.00 per 
month in advance for their maintenance, or $90.00 for the nine 
months session. 
Entrance of Students.—Persons intending to enter the Institution 
are requested, to be present on the first day, when possible. 
Duties of Appointee.—State students are requested to notify the 
Principal, as soon as appointed; and appointees who fail to present 
themselves at the Institution within ten days after school begins 
will be denied admittance. 
All applicants are required to furnish testimonials, giving evidence 
of their good moral character. Students coming from other insti­
tutions will be required to bring honorable dismissals from those 
institutions. 
Any applicant for admission may be subjected to a physical examin­
ation by the Health Officer of the school, if occasion seems to 
require it. 
All students furnish their own sheets, towels, pillows, pillow cases, 
lamp chimneys, quilts and blankets. Each person must bring comz, 
hair brush, tooth brush, blacking brush, clothes brush or whisk 
broom and table linen. 
{ v 
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ORGANIZATION AND GOVERNMENT. 
The Prairie View State Normal and Industrial College of Texas is a 
branch of the Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas, and is under 
the control of the Board of Directors of that College. The Board of 
Directors elect a principal and a faculty, to whom is entrusted the imme­
diate control of the school. 
It is the duty of the Principal to exercise general supervision and direc­
tion over all the affairs of the Institution, subject to the regulations and 
restrictions imposed by the Board of Directors. . 
The instruction of the Institution is committed to departments, a 
member of the Faculty being at the head of each dJ^artment. These 
departments are, at present, as follows: Department of Science, Depart­
ment of Mathematics, Department of Pedagogy, Department of Latin 
and English, Department of History, Mechanical Department, Agricult­
ural Department, and Female Industrial Department. 
.Such assistant teachers are employed as are needed to carry out the 
work of the departments. 
The discipline, as well as instruction, of all the students of the Institu­
tion is committed to a faculty, a principal teacher being held responsible 
for the enforcement of regulations and the maintenance of discipline, 
with the privilege of calling in, at any time, the assistance of any or all 
of the Faculty. 
The immediate supervision of the young ladies of the Institution is 
entrusted to a P receptress, whose duty it is to see that the conduct of the 
young women, their personal habits, manners, carriage, modes of dress, 
and habits of study conform to correct standards. 
26 PRAIRIE VIEW STATE NORMAL AND INDUSTRIAL COLLEGE. 
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GENERAL STATEMENT AS TO COURSE OF STUDY. 
The course of study is carried out by departments and a more detailed 
statement of the work of each department follows. 
In addition to the studies named in course of study, a part of the time 
of the spring terms of the third and fourth year classes will be devoted 
to reviews in Arithmetic, English, Grammar, United States History, 
Geography. 
DEPARTMENT OF PROFESSIONAL WORK. 
E. L. BLACKSHEAR. 
* This department seeks to give as much professional training to the stu­
dent-teacher as circumstances will allow. The course comprises Methods 
of Teaching, School Management, Lectures on Teaching, Psychology, 
Pedagogy, History of Pedagogy, and Moral Science. 
The work in Methods familiarizes the student with the simplest and 
best methods in Number, Language, Nature Study, Beading, Spelling, 
Arithmetic, Geographji, Grammar and Literature. Attention to Methods 
is given by each teacher in all classes; and, as far as possible, practice 
work in teaching will be afforded those showing special aptitude. Baub's 
has been the text, used in these classes. 
In School Management, the student is led to see that the purpose of 
school government is to lead the child to self-control, self-direction in the 
light of reason, knowledge and conscience. White's is the text used. 
School Management gives a comprehensive view of the elements that 
make up the composite whole that we call school, and teaches how to so 
relate and economize these elements as to secure the best results in edu­
cation—the child, with its sentience, its intelligence, its spontaniety, its 
capability of growth, its capacity for character; the teacher, wise, pure, 
tactful, patient, loving, just, strong, healthful, enduring, cheerful, hope­
ful, fearless, attractive, loved yet deeply respected, prepared yet ever 
making fresh preparation, directing all things decisively yet unobstrus-
ively, to the true end, which is the development of true character in the 
child; the school room, buildings, and premises, as related to the health 
and growth of the child, including heating, seating, lighting, ventilation, 
arrangement and decoration of grounds, situation and planning of school 
buildings, laying out of play grounds, and sanitation; discipline, formal 
and incidental, which prepares the child for society with its intricate 
interaction of spiritual forces, gives him the power of moral resistance, 
as well as of submission, of co-operative as well as independent action, 
makes each a law unto himself, explains the significance of disobedience, 
reconciles moral freedom with the idea of authority, and seeks the 
formation of a character not merely negatively pure and innocent, but 
positively and actively good and benefieient. Lectures on Teaching will 
be given to supplement class work in Methods and Management. 
In the History of Pedagogy, the following subjects are made promi­
nent: Education among Greeks, and Bomans; Education in the Middle 
Ages; the Eenaissance—Erasmus, Eabelais and Montaigne; Protestanism 
* 
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and Primary Instruction; Luther and Comenius; Fenelon; Rousseau and 
the Emile; Pestalozzi, Leonard, and Gertrude; Froebel; Herbert Spencer 
and Horace Mann. 
In Psychology, the student is led to observe the gradual unfolding or 
evolution of mentality: sensation, attention, consciousness, perception, 
memory, imagination, conception, judgment, reason, and will. 
The class in Moral Science is taught the subject under the two great 
divisions of Duty and Authority. The whole line of positive and negative 
duties is explained, and the relations of man to man, of citizen to govern­
ment, of government to citizen, and of government to each other, is set 
forth. Stress is laid on the duties of industry, economy, self-help, self-
culture, respect for parents, and for the rights of others. 
The aim of this department is to inculcate a professional spirit; to lead 
the student to realize that teaching is a profession based upon principles; 
that mind is an entity, capable of being directed in its development; that 
there is a necessary correlation between studies and the development of 
the mental faculties; that all correct ediication leads to the formation of 
true character. 
DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH AND LATIN. 
C. W. LUCKIE. 
This department comprises the following branches of study: Gram­
mar, Composition, Rhetoric, Literature, and Latin. 
Grammar. 
In Grammar the sentence with its numerous forms and many shades 
of meanings is the unit or subject-matter. The principles of the lan­
guage as they enter into the sentence and are manifested by it must be 
studied and classified, and every fact of the subject must be seen and 
explained in accordance with these principles. The student must under­
stand the relation which each word bears to the sentence, as well as the 
relation the sentence bears to the whole of the discourse of which the sen­
tence is a part. He should also see the relation the sentence bears to the 
thought as well as to the mind which creates thought. Hntil the student 
sees these relations and can illustrate them he can not be said to have a 
teaching knowledge of this subject. 
Composition. 
Composition is an important branch of this department, and care is 
taken to make it as practical as possible. All the classes are required to 
prepare and submit, at stated times, for criticism, written productions. 
These exercises furnish opportunity to test the student's power of clear 
thinking, and also his knowledge of the principles of the language. As 
a continuation of this work and a further application of the principles 
of composition, each candidate for graduation will be required to prepare 
iinder the supervision of this department a thesis upon some special sub­
ject, to be presented to the Faculty. 
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Literature. 
This study is intended to help the students to an intelligent apprecia­
tion of the production of the best writers and to arouse and' strengthen in 
them a love for good literature. For this purpose we have made selec­
tions for special study from a few of the representative writers. The 
third year class gives two hours each week during the entire year to the 
works of a few of the leading American authors; the fourth year class 
devotes the same time to a study of the English authors. 
Aside from the regular class work in this study, each of these classes 
has some required reading upon which, at stated times, they must pass 
examinations. 
Latin. 
Our course of study provides two years for the study of Latin. Spe­
cial attention is given to inflections and conjugations so as to make the 
student familiar with the different changes of the language. In con­
nection with simple translations derivations of words are studied so that 
the Latin is made to serve the purpose of strengthening the memory, 
enlarging the vocabulary and enriching the student's English. The 
second year is devoted to reading extracts of Csesar, Cicero and Virgil. 
Practice is also given in Latin prose composition. 
MATHEMATICS. 
M. H. BROYLES. 
The work of this department embraces Practical Arithmetic, Algebra, 
Geometry. Trigonometry, and Practical Surveying. The department 
aims to give a thorough drill in the subject-matter of these branches, and 
to afford the pupils opportunity of observing advanced methods of 
instruction. It aims, also, to present to the pupil the most approved 
methods of teaching number and elementary arithmetic. To the end 
that the results may be as nearly satisfactory as practicable, every avail­
able device that can conveniently be used as a means of illustration is 
brought into play in the section room. 
DEPARTMENT OF SCIENCE. 
JAMES E. GUINN. 
PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY. 
A great deal of importance is attached to the study of Physical Geogra­
phy. It is the purpose to treat this subject in such a manner as to lead 
the students to an understanding of the proximate causes of the familiar 
phenomena to be observed upon the earth. Its aim is to stimulate a 
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special interest in nature, ancl to cultivate a habit of careful observation 
and scientific thought concerning familiar natural phenomena. An effort 
is made to establish general principles upon which all natural phenomena 
may be explained. 
PHYSIOLOGY. 
In this department, a student acquires a sufficient knowledge to enable 
him to teach the subject. From time to time, lectures are given on select­
ing suitable sites for dwellings, school houses and churches; ventilation; 
care of eyes, on poisons and. antidotes, and what to do in case of emer­
gencies. Charts are used in general class work. 
BOTANY. 
The last term of the third year is devoted to Botany. One month is 
given to text-book, two to analysis and field work. The field work con­
sists of weekly observation of selected field. Each student is. required to 
analyze fifty specimens, and prepare a herbarium, with twenty mounted 
specimens. Each student is required to furnish a magnifying glass. 
PHYSICS. 
This course consists of recitations from a standard text-book, and a 
series of experiments. It is the aim of this department to secure to the 
student a thorough preparation for such elementary work as may be 
required of a teacher in the grades of a primary school, or for his work as 
a teacher of physics in a high school. A student obtains such knowledge 
of Physics that he is able to pursue the course in Mechanics without 
embarrassment. 
CHEMISTRY. 
Chemistry is taught by recitations, oral instruction, and laboratory 
ivork. The course is arranged with a view to giving the student as broad 
a conception of the science as possible in the tim eallowed for its study, as 
well as to make him master of large details. An attempt is made to keep 
in view two primary objects: The study of Chemistry to get a better 
insight into nature and her laws; and the study of Chemistry in relation 
to arts and industries. The laboratory work is made a prominent feature 
of the course. A manual is used in the laboratory, and each student is 
required to perform one hundred experiments. Laboratory fees, $1.50 a 
term. 
GEOLOGY. 
The general features of Dynamical, Structural, and Historical Geology 
are considered. The student will be required to classify twenty-five speci­
mens by means of a chart. 
The Department of Science gives special instruction, with experiments 
and lectures in Chemistry, Physics, and Botany, to the students in the 
Mechanical and Agricultural Departments. 
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DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY. 
H. M. TARVEU. 
The subjects of Texas History, United States History, Civics, General 
History, Political Economy and the History of Civilization constitute 
this department. 
The History of Texas is studied in the first year by means of the best 
class-room texts and original investigations. Collecting of statistics on 
the natural resources, industrial development and membership and inter­
est in the educational and religious institutions of the State constitute 
the work in Texas History. 
History of the United States.—The broadest aspect of our national life 
is held as the unit of this course. The course in United States History 
is completed in the second and third terms of the first year, though sup­
plemented by means of original investigations and methods of imparting 
the subject in the elementary reviews of the third and fourth year. The 
student is supposed to know much of the real matter of the history of our 
country before entering, and an effort is made to give him something of 
a teacher's course in the subject, a capacity to recognize and follow the 
great courses to their full effects. 
It is taken that the best interest and the broadest philosophy of this 
subject are not found in its military and political operations, but in its 
free institutions, its civilized life, to which battles, elections and religions 
make their contributions. 
Civics.—The course in Civics embraces the civil government of the 
United States and of Texas. Our instructions aim at an intelligent and 
useful citizenship through a reliable knowledge of the history of our gov­
ernment, the birth, growth and operations of our constitutional liberties, 
studied in the light of and by comparison with the provisions and limita­
tions in other constitutional governments. 
General History.—General History is taken up in the last term of the 
second year, in which time the first division—Ancient Peoples—is com­
pleted. The subject is continued in the third year, when broader and 
closer parallel reading is required, and the geographical and political 
institutions are carefully studied. 
History of Civilization.—This course is given in the fourth year, and 
is intended to carry more of the philosophy of history than we could hope 
to give in any of the other courses. It is confined to the civilization of 
the world, and aims at a comprehensive study of the past and present 
civil institutions. The work is largely laborator}r, consisting of the prep­
aration of parallel notes and tables on the great events and nations that 
have influenced and contributed to the world's civilization. 
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.  
W. B. WOODRUFF, Head of Department. 
B. H. HINES, Foreman of Farm. 
E. W. SCOTT, Student Assistant in Broom and Mattress-making. 
MEANS OF INSTRUCTION. 
Grain, cotton, hay, forage crops, and live stock are the products of the 
1500 acres composing the farm. For the purpose of illustrating the 
differences between the breeds of stock, pure-bred herds and graded cattle 
and hogs are kept. The student becomes familiar with all these, and to 
him is largely entrusted the feeding and care of milk, herd cattle, and 
other stock. A full outfit of farm implements is kept, including reaper, 
corn and cotton planters, and a variety of plows, harrows, and cultivat­
ors. Access is given to all results reached by all the various experiment 
stations of the United States, as well as those of the State. The labora­
tory contains a large number of specimens of soil of the different coun­
ties in the State, and nearly all of the sixty-five elements. The librarv 
contains reference on branches of agriculture and allied sciences, and the 
reading room is supplied with the best agricultural papers and periodicals 
published in this country. Preference is given to papers devoted to the 
study and discussion of Southern farm conditions. 
DAIRY HUSBANDRY. 
Special course given in Dairy Husbandry will be provided for, cover­
ing the breeding and care of dariy stock, feeding for milk, and use of 
spearator. 
HORTICULTURE. 
Instruction in this department is both theoretical and practical. In 
the class room, instruction is given by text-books, and by lectures; in the 
garden, orchard, and upon the campus and grounds, by object lessons and 
practical work illustrated what is taught in the class room. Among the 
subjects considered arc the construction and management of hotbeds, 
propagating of plants and seeds, green-houses, location of truck farms 
with reference to the soil, the best method of gathering and packing vege­
tables for near and distant markets. 
The time is not sufficient for thorough education in Veterinary science, 
but the aim is to make the course one of practical value to the prospective 
stock owners. 
Students of this department receive special lectures, instructions, and 
experiments in Chemistry, Physics, and Botany from Science Depart­
ment. 
_ BROOM-MAKING. 
A broom factory is operated by this department, and good headway is 
being made in broom-making. 
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BUTCHERING. 
A class in butchering is conducted by the head of this department to 
prepare fresh meats for the Mess Hall. 
MECHANICAL DEPARTMENT. 
ELIJAH H. HOLMES, Head of Department and Instructor in Mechanical 
Drawing. 
A. E. FLUELI.YN, JR., Instructor in Blacksmithing. 
J. J. BURNETT, Instructor in Woodturning. 
The great object of the department is to foster a high appreciation of 
the value and dignity of intelligent labor. 
A boy who sees nothing in manual labor but dull, brute force, looks 
with contempt upon the labor and the laborer; but, as soon as he acquires 
skill himself, the conditions are reversed, and henceforth he appreciates 
the work, and honors the workman. 
The work of this department is divided into three divisions: wood 
work, iron work, and drawing. 
Bench work in wood consists of exercises with the different wood-work­
ing tools, so arranged in a graded series as to embrace the use of all the 
tools in their various applications. 
First.-—The use of planes in joining, smoothing, an dgetting the piece 
out of ind, lining off, and the use of saws in cutting across and with the 
grain, and keeping to line. 
Then follows the making of butt joints, half-joints, mortise, and 
tenons, splice or scarf-joints, dove-tailing, lap-joints, dowel-pin joints, 
panel door, roof truss, and the making of useful articles. 
MACHINE-WORK IN WOOD. 
The first thing taught in connection with the course is the preparation 
of the wood for the machines. Then follows the exercises in straight 
turning, cutting in, and squaring off, concave, convex, and compound 
curves; chuck work, chisel handles, table legs, and balustrades. Instruc­
tion is also given on the use of the planing machines, circular, scroll, and 
band saws. 
IRON WORK. 
The work in the blacksmith shop consists of a series of exercises in iron 
and steel, such as drawing, forming, bending, punching, splitting, upset­
ting, welding, and tempering. The making of lap-rings, lap-links, hooks, 
chains, tongs, and hammers. Special attention is given to the manage­
ment of the fire, and the heat taken; also the economy of material and 
fuel. Filing, chipping, welding of steel to iron, steel to steel, machine 
work in iron. Such tools as chisels, punches, screw-drivers, and nail set-
are made. 
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DRAWING. 
Drawing is taught throughout the entire course. Free-hand, Mechan­
ical, and Agricultural Drawing, Geometrical Construction, projection 
and development of surfaces, planning and designing. Technical instruc­
tion given throughout the course. 
FEMALE INDUSTRIAL DEPARTMENT.  
Miss CALLIE D. WILLIS, Instructress in Sewing, Millinery and Cooking. 
Miss HARRIET F. KIJIBRO, Preceptress. 
SEWING COURSE. 
Sewing has become of late years so valuable an art that a young 
woman's education is no longer considered complete without some knowl­
edge of this very important branch. 
Because of this fact, to the curriculum of most public and high schools 
and seminaries, sewing has been added. 
The course here has been planned so as to impress thoroughly upon 
the student the value of order, accuracy in sewing, economy in cutting, 
the art of buying, the various kinds and qualities of materials, and the 
colors, materials and trimmings suited to the different types of figures. 
The aim of this department is to fit young women to meet especially the 
increasing demand for trained teachers and also prepare them to become 
practical dressmakers. Each student is required to furnish and make 
for herself at least one dress before graduation. 
The students are requested to make their own clothing in the depart­
ment. 
This enables them to have more practice than could otherwise be given. 
COURSE OF STUDY. 
FIRST YEAR. 
FIRST TERM. 
Position, threading needles, using thimbles. 
Practice on old bits of cloth; even and uneven basting, running, over-
handing. 
Turning hem by measure, hemming, stitching, back stitching, over­
casting. 
Talks on history of needles, thimbles and pins. 
SECOND TERM. 
Felling; flat, bias, and French fell. 
Gathering, stroking, putting on bands. 
French hem 011 damask, blind stitching. 
Putting in gussett, sewing on tape, sewing on buttons. 
Making eyelets, blind loops, making button holes. 
Talks on bottons, scissors, emery and thread. 
I 
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THIRD TERM. 
Making an apron, hemming towels, etc. 
Darning, patching, mending. 
Tucking, whipping ruffles, etc. Mitering corners. 
Hemstitching, chain and feather stitching, herring-bone stitch on 
flannels. 
Making drawers. 
Talks on cotton, wool, linen and silk. 




Varieties of stitches used in hand sewing. 
Machine sewing, tucking insertions, etc. 
Examples in tape measures, practice in taking measures. 
Draughting. 
Free-hand and construction drawing. 
Cutting and making drawers andu nderbodies from patterns. 
SECOND TERM. 
Talks on manufacture of cotton and linen cloth. 
Fancy handkerchiefs, ties, tea cloths. 
Cutting and making skirts, night dresses. 
Cutting and making shirt waists, dressing sacques. 
Draughting and making plain dresses without lining. 
Talks on the growth and manufacture of wool and silk. 
Free-hand and construction drawing. 
THIRD TERM. 
Child's dress cut from patterns made by hand and machine. 
Pattern making, how making. 
Cutting waists and skirts by measure. 




Instruction in choice material. 
Draughting and making skirts from measurements. 
Cutting sleeves, collars and cuffs from patterns. 
Basting, trimming, finishing. 
Free-hand drawing. 
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SECOND TERM. 
Study of form and proportion in relation to draughting and trimming. 
Draughting waists, sleeves, etc., from measurements. 
Draughting waists with extra under-arm piece for stout figures. 
Cutting and fitting plain, close and double-breasted garments. 
Free-hand drawing. 
THIRD TERM. 
Cutting and matching plaids, figured and striped waists. 
Practice in the use of colors. 
Cutting, fitting, pressing. 
Talks on the choice of materials for house, street, and evening wear. 
Collars, pockets, jacket-making. 
Advanced work in making complete dresses from different materials. 





Making and covering buckram frames. 
Making bandeans, all styles. 
Making wire frames. 
Making straw and velvet hats. 
Making millinery folds and bindings. 
Making tucked and shirred facings. 
Making mourning hats and bonnets. 
Preparing mounring and other trimmings. 
Cleaning laces, ribbons and velvets. 
Coloring, sewing and pressing red hats. 
Remodeling old hats. 
Making rosettes of silk, ribbon, velvet, net lace, etc. 
Making knots, twists and drops. 
Cleaning, dyeing, curling, steaming feathers. 
Making shirred garden hats for ladies. 
Mirroring velvet. 
Trimming, copying, designing. 
Draping birds and mounring veils. 
DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC. 
Miss L. E. CRAIG. 
Two lessons per week will be given each one. Each one will be 
required to practice two hours each day, also to read all works on music 
that will be provided by the department. 
The class will be called together monthly for recitals and lectures. 
All pupils must be punctual to practice hours and lessons. 
The Prairie View choir, composed of fifty voices, has made rapid ad­
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A ladies" quartette has rendered selections on special occasions. 
The course of study embraces four, departments, viz.: Preparatory, 
Normal, Academic, Collegiate. 
ACADEMIC DEPARTMENT. 
Selected studies by Mertke, Sc-hwalm and others. 
Etudes by Czerny, Heller, Loeschom, Cramer; Czerny's Octave Stud­
ies; Bach's Preludes and Invention; Sonatas by Mozart, Haydn, dem­
enti, Beethoven; Easy Compositions of Chopin, Mendelsshon, Schumann, 
Schubert. Liszt and others. 
COLLEGIATE DEPARTMENT. 
Technical studies by Tausig and others ; Bach's Well Tempered Clavi­
chords and Suites; McDowell's, Rubenstein's, Liszt's, Chopin's Studies; 
Czerny's School of Virtuosity; Kullak's Octave Studies; Beethoven's 
Great Sonatas; Selections from the Works of Weber, Mendelssohn, Grieg, 
Chopin, Schumann, Liszt, Rubenstein and others, including piano con­
certos and the best chamber music. 
PREPARATORY DEPARTMENT. 
Helen Kilgore. Willie Dimry. 
Czarina M. Jackson. F. F. Hooks. 
Mrs. S. W. Western. William Blacksliear. 
Maud Conner. Mollie Browning. 
Estenna Manos. Fannie Charlton. 
Louisa Young. Elnora Denton. 
Eddie Blackshear. Cora Hammond. 
Pearl Gaston. Florence Sassar. 
Willie Williams. Lillian Sanderson. 
Ardie Johnson. Mary Lynn. 
Cleopatria Mims. Henry Simms. 
Mary Hinton. D. Thomas. 
Elvis Gwin. Carrie Blake. 
Annie Adams. Maud Washington. 
"Nannie Wiiite. Ada Tliurman. 
Lizzie Eiggens. Gertie Moore. 
Willie Epson. Annie Hill. 
Sadie Dabneff. Lugusta Scott. 
J. A. Randolph. 
NORMAL DEPARTMENT. f 
Emma Haines. Elsie Holidy. 
Lucile Johnson. Claudia Johnson. 
Viola Duval. Pearl Snow. 
W. A. Johnson. Alice Williams. 
Lillie B. Crawford. Willie R. Taylor. 
Pender Rodgers. Gertrude Ferguson. 
Emma Wliitly. Florence Rutledge. 
Callie D. Willis. Mary Daniels. 
Mabel Young. 
ACADEMIC DEPARTMENT. 
Irving Woodard. Bessie Binkley. 
Mildred Mabel Hollowed. 
VOCAL. 
A. J. Booker. . Wm. K. Brown. 
Jaunita Huddelson. 
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EXAMINATIONS.  
Written examinations shall be held at the close of each month, and at 
the close of each term. 
An average of marks received during the term and at the term examin­
ation (the term examination counting one-half), shall determine the 
grade of the student on that single subject. 
In the written pionthly examination, the student must score the mini­
mum standing of 60 per cent., and an average of 70 per cent., with the 
daily standing. 
For the term examination, or in passing a subject, 70 per cent, must be 
secured, and an average of 75 pej- cent. 
Students who fail in the terrri examination may be permitted by the 
faculty to retain their places in their classes, but they will not be consid­
ered full members of the class. However, a student who fails in a sub­
ject but receives the required per cent, in other subjects, may be per­
mitted to make up the deficiency to the satisfaction of the head of the 
department in which the failure occurred, providing the said deficiency 
is made up during the same year. Students who fail in examiantion 
forfeit all honors or distinctions to which they otherwise might be enti­
tled. No student shall be exempt from examinations. Students found to 
be dishonest in examinations shall be marked 0. All term examinations 
shall be written in ink. 
GENERAL INFORMATION.  
SITUATION AND SURROUNDINGS. 
The Prairie View State Normal and Industrial College is located in 
Southeast Texas, in Waller county, six miles east of Hempstead. The 
situation is commanding and beautiful. The buildings face a broad 
prairie on the south, which runs for miles to the southeast. To the west 
and north lie extensive tracts of timber. Five miles southeast is the 
growing little town of Waller. The Houston & Texas Central Railway 
runs in front of the school, a mile distant, making the College easy of 
access by rail from all parts of the State. 
A constant Gulf breeze, which often becomes a strong wind, injures a 
pure and healthful atmosphere, and the general health of the pupils has 
been good. 
HOW TO REACH PRAIRIE VIEW. 
Several days before leaving home, students should inform their nearest 
railroad ticket agent that Prairie View Station is in Waller county, on 
the main line of the Houston & Texas Central Railway, and find out 
from him the best route to reach it. Find out, also, on what day and on 
what train you will arrive, and notify the Principal of the school of your 
coming, and you will be met with conveyance at the station, and carried 
to the school, which is one and one-half miles from the station. Be sure 
to notify the Principal of your coming, especially if your are to arrive at 
night. 
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OPENING DAY. 
School opens the first Wednesday in September, and every student, if 
possible, should reach the College on the day of opening. 
MESS HALL. 
All student boarders and several of the teachers take their meals at 
this building in the large dining hall. The aim of the State is to furnish 
a palatable, healthful diet at actual cost of material and service. 
GIRLS' DORMITORIES. 
The young ladies of the institution are housed in two dormitories—one 
a two-story frame building, with a capacity for accommodating forty stu­
dents, containing music rooms, sewing room and model kitchen; the other 
a three-story brick building of tasteful architecture, with thirty-six 
rooms, large, well ventilated, well lighted, and neatly furnished. 
YOUNG MEN'S DORMITORIES. 
The Kirby Building has been moved to the west of campus, and is 
undergoing an etensive and thorough remodelling and repair which, when 
completed, will make this one of the most useful and tasteful buildings 
of the institution. The upper story will contain ten bed rooms for boys; 
the lower, seven rooms, four of which will be used for the Chemical and 
Physical Laboratory, and the remaining three by classes in Mechanical 
Drawing. 
Pickett Plall and Chapel Hall are frame buildings for the accom­
modation of young men; one of eight, the other of sixteen rooms. 
A new three-story brick dormitory is in course of erection for boys in 
order to meet the growing demand for room. This building will contain 
twenty-nine rooms. 
ACADEMIC HALL. 
This hall is a stately building—the main central part being three 
stories in height and containing, above, the chapel, with a gallery, and 
below, the Principal's office, the laboratory, library and reading room. 
Two wings, each of two stories, contain six recitation rooms and two 
committee rooms, used by the Board of Directors whenever the business 
of the school requires their presence at the institution. 
THE SHOP. 
The shop of the Mechanical Department is a one-story structure, the 
main room of brick, containing the wood-working outfit, and additions 
containing the black&mithing outfit, engine and boiler. 
THE CAMPUS. 
The school campus comprises at present fifty acres. Eight teachers' 
cottages are located around the campus. Near its center is situated the 
residence of the Principal. A part of the campus is used for garden and 
orchard. 
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UNIFORMS. 
All students, botli male and female, are required to purchase and wear 
the school uniform designated by the Faculty. These uniforms are 
required as a matter of economy and to improve the appearance of the 
students as a hody. They can be purchased at a reasonable price at the 
institution, and must be worn by all. Young men should have a suit of 
overalls for wear when on duty in shop or farm. 
LITERARY SOCIETIES. 
Three literary societies are maintained by the students of Prairie View 
—the Pansy, the Columbian, and the philomathean. These societies are 
carefully supervised by the Faculty, and are made a valuable means of 
general culture, while at the same time affording opportunity for acquir­
ing proficiency in debate and in parliamentary practice. 
OBSERVANCE OF THE SABBATH. 
While a State institution can not be sectarian or denominational, it 
should be Christian in its influence over the characters of those who come 
within the sphere of its influence. Prairie View offers to those who are 
preparing to teach, or for other callings in life, a Christian home while 
they are connected with the institution. Tn the morning at 9 :30 Sabbath 
school is regularly held, followed by a lecture or sgrmon. Attendance at 
these exercises is obligatory on part of all students. 
RELIGIOUS SOCIETIES. 
Three voluntary Christian societies are maintained by the students. 
The King's Daughters have an organization among the young women, 
which holds a regular prayer meeting on Sunday morning at one of their 
buildings. The Young Men's Christian Association is organized here, 
and holds a regular meeting Sunday evenings at 7 p. m. in the chapel. 
On Sunday afternoons, at 3 :30 p. nr., the Society of Christian Endeavor 
holds its social topical prayer meeting. The good effect of these societies 
is seen in the evolution of the moral tone, and in the cultivation of a 
conscientious regard for truth and duty. 
THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION. 
Executive Committee.—W. C. Rollins, '96, Prairie View, Texas; Miss 
M. L. Sparks, '96, Hempstead, Texas; W. L. D. Johnson, '99, Terrell, 
Texas; Miss E. 0. Hall, '94, Dallas, Texas; Jas. E. Davis, '98, Hemp­
stead, Texas; H. T. Haynes, '99, Bryan, Texas. 
Officers of the Association.—W. C. Rollins, '96, President, Prairie 
View, Texas ; H. T. Haynes, '99, Secretary, Bryan, Texas ; J. E. Davis, 
'98, Treasurer, Hempstead, Texas. 
Annual reunion, Monday of Commencement week. 
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THE DAILY BOUTINE. 
Students rise at 5 :40 a. m. From 6 a. m. to 7 a. m. is study time. 
Breakfast, 7 a. m. to 7 :30 a. m. From 7 :30 to 8 a. m. students sweep, 
dust, and arrange their rooms. At 8 a. m. all assemble in the chapel for 
devotions. After devotions, students farch to their recitation rooms. 
There are seven periods of recitations, averaging 40 minutes. Dinner at 
1 p. in. From 2 to 2 :40 p. m. is the period for industrial theory. From 
2 :40 p. m. to 5 :40 p. m. the classes in industrial practice come on daily. 
Supper at 6 p. m. Study hours, 7 to 9 :30 p. m. Betiring bell at 10 p. 
m. Saturdays are devoted to general work and study. 
BHETOBICAL EXEBCISES. 
These exercises are required of all students to familiarize them with 
the arts of composition and expression. Originality in all composition 
work in insisted upon. 
SOME GENERAL REGULATIONS. 
The discipline of the school aims to lead its students to self-ocntrol, 
and to prepare them for the successful discharge of the practical duties 
of every-day life and citizenship, as well as for the special duties of 
school, farm, shop, and home. 
Promptness to all schoolduties is exacted. Neatness and cleanliness 
is a rule of the institution. 
Students are impressed that intelligent labor is digniefid and necessary 
to all individual or social development. 
No student need come to Prairie View with the idea that it is a place 
to get a certificate to teach, with little real effort. Thorough, conscienti­
ous work must be done to merit any honors from the institution. 
No student can leave the grounds at any time, or omit any school duty, 
unless by written consent from the Principal. 
The use of tobacco, and of all narcotic or alcoholic stimulants, is for­
bidden as being a hindrance to the process of education. 
Students whose conduct raises doubt or suspicion of their character 
and motives, may be requested to withdraw from the institution. 
True politeness is the rule of social conduct, and rudeness in speech or 
manner, ill temper, noisy, boisterous behavior, disputes and quarrels, are 
forbidden. 
Extravagance and showiness in dress are not approved by the Faculty. 
A neat, plain attire, and a modest, self-respecting demeanor, are expected 
of each student. Yroung ladies who graduate are required to wear a uni­
form designated by the Faculty. 
Pay students are required to settle their dues in advance for the month, 
and students who fall behind ten days in the payment of their dues shall 
receive a notice, giving them ten days more to settle; and at the expira­
tion of the time, if settlement is not made, such students shall be sent 
home. 
All students are required to improve their advantages to a reasonable 
degree and according to their ability, and when it becomes apparent that 
a pupil's time is not profitably employed he will be requested to with­
draw. 
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APPARATUS. 
A beginning has been made in securing some of the necessary appara­
tus in natural science. A laboratory has been fitted up, and an opportun­
ity is offered classes in this important branch of a good education. 
Special opportunities will be afforded students who wish to study Chem­
istry as a preparation for the study of Pharmacy and Medicine. 
LIBRARY AND READING ROOM. 
The Reference Library contains a number of carefully selected vol­
umes, and students have ample opportunity for forming a habit of read­
ing, and thus broaden their education. In connection with the Reference 
Library is a Reading Room, furnished with a number of the leading 
magazines, and much current reading matter. A separate Reading Room 
has been established for the girls. 
All students have full access to the library and reading rooms at stated 
periods free. 
STATE STUDENTS. 
Each of the thirty-one State Senators and each of the 128 State Repre­
sentatives have the right by legislative enactment to the appointment of 
a State student at the College. Every such State appointtee is required 
to pay $30.00 per year on his maintenance, and $10.00 entrance fees. 
Every appointee must stand an entrance examination in Arithmetic to 
Percentage, Orthography, English Grammor and Composition, Texas 
History, and United States History, and any appointee who fails to show 
a reasonable degree of proficiency in the above branches will be rejected 
and his place filled by the Senator or Representative appointing him. 
Every appointee must present, on entrance, satisfactory testimonials of 
good character. Such State students as show a decided ability in scholar­
ship and aptitude for teaching are recommended by the Faculty for repa-
pointment. 
PAYMENT OF DUES. 
Students in arrears on hoard account for twenty days will he dismissed, 
unless immediate payment is made. And it is made the duty of the Prin­
cipal by the Board of Directors to notify parents and guardians within 
ten days after a month's payment is due, that if same is not paid within 
ten days thereafter the student so in arrears shall he dismissed. 
No pay student will be received for a less term than one month, and in 
no case will funds paid into the institution be returned to persons with­
drawing from the school for other causes than sickness. 
HONORS. 
Students who complete the studies of the course satisfactory will 
receive a diploma. Said diploma has by law the rank of a Teacher's Cer­
tificate of the first grade, valid during good behavior. A first grade cer­
tificate, valid for four years, is issued to students who complete satisfac­
torily the third year of the course. Students who complete satisfactorily 
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the second year of the course may be granted second grade certificates, 
valid for two years. 
In addition to an attendance of nine months, and satisfactory class 
roo mwork and deportment, students must show a commendable ability 
to eeach "before the honors of the institution are granted. 
The right of a pupil to receive a diploma or a certificate shal lbe deter­
mined by the Faculty, in full meeting, according to such standard of 
scholarship, and the mode of recording the same, as may have been pre­
viously agreed upon. 
EXPENSES. 
Entrance fee, required of all students $ 5 00 
Deposit fund—deposited by all students to cover rent on books, 
loss of books, damage, etc., balance returned after deducting 
above items 5 00 
Maintenance of State appointees, payable in three installments 
of $10.00 each. 10.00 on entrance, $10.00 on December 1, 
1901, and $10.00 on March 1, 1902 30 00 
Total expense of a State appointee for session of nine months, 
not including clothing 40 00 
Maintenance of pay students, monthly 10 00 
Total cost, per session of nine months, of maintaining a pay 
student, not including clothing 100 00 
All dues are payable in advance. 
The following fees are charged to cover the material used by each 
student in the laboratories: 
Special student in Chemistry. 
Regular student in Chemistry. 
Physics, third year 







No tuition is charged any one. Day students are admitted on payment 
of the entrance fee and deposit fund. 
MISCELLANEOUS. 
Maintenance includes room, chairs, table, bedstead, mattress, washing, 
fuel, light, and meals in the Mess Hall. 
Students must furnish their own bed clothing, pillows and lamp chim­
neys. Each student should bring with him not less than three sheets, 
three pillow cases, four towels, one blanket, and two quilts or comfort­
ables. 
Each student should be provided with warm underclothing for the 
winter season, substantial shoes, rubbers and rain-coats. 
Parents should not waste their money and injure the health of their 
children by sending them boxes of meat, confectionaries, etc., while at 
school. 
Parents and guardians should not purchase any finery or extravagant 
wear for school use. The school uniforms can be purchased at the school, 
the cost of them is reasonable, and their use will save money. 
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Appointees of State Senators. 
E. W. D. Love . 
S. H. Paschal 
Howard Mitchell 
Willie Williams 
Stephen A. Hurdle 
Gertrude Moore 
(Bettie Brooks (R) 
< A. D. Session (R) 
(Florence Rutledge 




E. E. Haynes 
Pearl Gaston 
Marv O. Blount 
Desdemona W. Bryant 
W. A. Taylor 
C. G. Williams 
Maud Q. Conner 
C. H. Hogan 
Addie Clements (F) 
A. L. Maynard 






j Emmanuel Johnson (F). 1 E. L. Hilliard 
D'Witt M'Clennan 
j B. F. Wyatt (F) ... 
I Irving Woodward 
j Jno. T. Welch (F) 







































Dr. S. J. Morris. 
Hon. C. O. James. 
Hon. R. L. Ross. 
Hon. C. L. Potter. 
Hon. J. R. Gough. 
Hon. Barry Miller. 





















M. P. M'Gee. 
B. F.Johnson. 
D, W. Odell. 
J. E. Yantiss. 
.1. A. Wayland. 
L. Loyd. 
G. C. Greer. 
G. D. Neal. 
W. T. Burns. 
J. E. Lynn. 
A. B. Kerr. 
Heber Stone. 
W. D. Yett. 
J. B. Dibrell. 
A. B, Davidson 
E. A. Atlee. 
P. J. Lewis. 
W. W. Turney. 
Arch Grinnan. 
D. E. Patterson. 
Hon. W. P. Sebastian. 
Hon. D. E. Goss. 
Hon. W. A. Hanger. 
Hon. C. V. Terrell. 
(R) Resigned. (F) Failed to report. 
> 
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Appointees of State Representatives. Postoffice Address. Appointed by— 







iNaz. Buchanan (R). 
( Pauline Andrews.... 










Mollie L. Browning... 
1 Josie Mitcham (R).. 
{R. F. Johnson 
Austin F. Cole 
W. K. Brown 










J. D. Henry 
IThos. M. Brown (R) 
/Wm. Roberts 




E. J. Cambefl 
J. H. Phillips 
jGriffin Roberts (R) 
/Jessie Horton 
Ed Sprott 
i Josephine Henderson (R).. 
/ Lydia M'Gowen 
Fannie Charlton 
Eugene Banks 
Edward M'Col lough 
Mary Hughes 
J. W. Thomas 
Elsie B. Holidy 
Gertrude Ferguson (R) 
Lillian Sanderson 
1 Jno. H. Starks (R) 
/Louise Davis 
1 Alfred L. Hanley (F) 
/J. M. Johnson (R) 
Ed. Cooper., 
John Washington 

















































San Augustine I 
























Hon. W. C. Rochelle. 
" A. C. Oliver. 
" L. S. Schluter. 
" C.M.Chambers. 
44 J. W. Bolin. 
44 Travis Hender­
son. 
44 A. E. Calvin. 
" Rosser Thomas. 
•' W. R Evans. 
" C. H. Smith. 
•' T. P. Wells. 
" S. P. Evans. 
44 J. W. Childress. 
' G. W. Savage. 
44 J. L. Crawford. 
" E. W. H. Shel-
burne. 
" J. F. Thomas. 
•' .J. R. Smith. 
44 T. F. Vaughan. 
44 J. S. Sherrill. 
44 Nestor Morrow. 
44 Y. W. Grubbs. 
" R. D. Allen. 
44 L. I. Mercer. 
44 D. S. Suther­
land. 
" Joe Lake. 
44 W. M. Robert­
son. 
•4 W. H. Marsh. 
44 J. M. Dorroh. 
44 C. S. Phillips. 
44 C. J. Livsey. 
44 Jasper Collins. 
44 Geo. B. Terrell. 
44 A. E. Blount. 
44 J. H. Rate 1 iff. 
44 N. B. Barbee. 
44 S. B. Stripling. 
44 A. D. Hamilton. 
44 B. F. Bean. 
44 G. W. M'Keller. 
44 W. W. Dies. 
44 C. A. Teaglse. 
44 N. G. Kittrell. 
44 John T. Brown. 
44 A. W. Morris. 
44 J. S. M'Dowell. 
44 J. S. Wheeless. 
44 T. H. Nolan. 
44 A. E. Masterson 
44 A. C. Tomkins. 
44 D. Willrodt. 
44 C. A. Allen. 
44 Ed. Tarkington 
44 C. E. Lane. 
44 Max Meitzen. 
44 W. F. Adams. 
44 Ben S. Rodgers. 
44 S. H. Goodlett. 
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(Winnie Thompson (R) 
j Viola Duval 
Willie Hill 
M. H. Behn 
B. R. Daniels 
(Daisy Wofford (R) 
f Jos. Wolf or d 
(Amanda Simmons (R).... 
/Arthur Foreman, 
Nola J. Hamilton 
G. D. Manion 
Geo. Echols 
Mary L. Lynn 
Artie Johnson 
Annie J . Hill ... 
Cleopatra Mims 
Katie Fulton 
(Mat-tie Radford (F) 
/ Ada E. Holland 
Robt. J. Willis 
Lota B. Warner 
(Iola Ohadburne (F) 




(T. B. Crisp (F)..... 
) A. C. Harris 
T. C. Martin 
Annie Adams 
Eula M'Shan... 





Stephen H. Fowler 
Alice Williams 
Courtney Cass 
j Amanda Hightower (R) 
I Josephine Hightower.... 
j K. A. Sloan (F) 





Lillian E. Strain 
j Sadie Terry (S) 
I S. A. Kirkpatrick 
Gertrude Mays 
E. K. Wash 
Chas. Casaway 
Mary E. Blancks 
Oscar Clay 
Thos. A. Johnson 
N. S. Milligan 
Ava Guilpin 
T. W. Betts 
Addie Douglass 
Andrew J, Phillips 
A. J. Booker 
Hays Tarver 
Elias Walker 
Florence Blood worth 
Alexander Wright 
B. C. Cook 
j Ellen O. Alexander (F).. 










































































Hal letts ville 
La Grange i 
La Grange f 
Hon. J. H. Caldwell. 
" J. W. Maxwell. 
" Lea Beaty. 
" S. L. Staples. 
" D. W. Phillips. 
'• I. M. Bennett. 
" S. R. Henderson 
" B. F. Looney. 
" L. D. Dillard, 
" R. E. Prince. 
" W. H. Graham. 
'• A. M. Kennedy. 
'• W. S. Conolly.* 
" O. F.McAnnally 
" S. W. Parrish. 
" H. E. Ellis. 
" W. T. Shannon. 
" H. P. Robertson 
" Pat M. Neff. 
" O. H. Cross. 
" J. W. Culp. 
" A. J. Lloyd. 
'• A. T. Cole. 
" F. P. Powell. 
" Cooper Sanson. 
Sam G. Little. 
" J. W. Gill. 
" W. C. McKanny 
" D. G. Wooten. 
" J. L. Goodman. 
" J. D. Pitts. 
" T. C. Poole. 
" Dave Derden. 
" B. P. Ayers. 
" C. E. Stewart. 
" H.C.Shropshire 
*' A. P. Gordon. 
" J. R. Frost. 
J. II. Bailey. 
" T. C.McFarland 
" J. W. Echols. 
" Wm. J. Russell. 
•' J. R. Monroe. 
" E. R. Tarver. 
" John Willacy. 
'• W. O. Murray. 
" T. O. Murphey. 
" A. Z. Walton. 
" J. D. Gliilds. 
" Jno. N. Garner. 
" W. G. Garrett. 
" Geo. F. Hurley. 
" P. H. Clements. 
" W. H. Wright. 
" W. K. Jones. 
" W. W. Bridges. 
Jas. Greenwood 
" S. V. Pfeuffer. 
'• Fred Cocke. 
" Ben Palmer. 
" J. M. Dean. 
" Wm. Howard. 
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Mary L. Daniels 
E. O. Gray 
Abner Jackson 
( Robt. F. Middleton (F) 








Brown wood I 
Waxahachie f 
Appointed by-
Hon. D. E. Decker. 
'• Edgar Scurry. 
'• T. C. Peery. 
" F. J.'Barrett. 
" W. L. Grogan. 
'• J. T. Tucker. 
" W. R. McClen-
nan. 
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Course of Study, No mal 26 
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English and Latin, Work in 28 
Entrance Pees 43 
Examinations 38 
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Female Industrial Department, Work in 34-36 
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General Statement as to Normal Course 27 
Graduating Class of 1901 22 
History and Civics, Work in 31 
Honors 42 
Latin-English, Work in 28, 29 
Library and Reading Room 42 
Licentiates, Holding 1st or 2nd Grade Certificates 15-18 
Mathematics, Work in 29 
Mechanical Department, Work in ( 33, 34 
Millinery, Course in 36 
Music Department, Work in 36-38 
Objects of College 23 
Officers of College 7 
Organization and Government 25 
Pay Students, Requirements of.. 43 
Professional Work 2*?, 28 
Rates for Board 43 
Religious Societies 40 
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Science Department 29, 30 
State Students, Requirements of 42 
State Students, List of, by Representative Districts 45-47 
State Students, List of, by Senatorial Districts 44 
Student Assistants 7 
Text books 23 
Uniforms 40 
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ADDENDUM. 
The last regular session of the Texas Legislature enacted as a law a 
bill establishing a four year course of classical and scientific studies at 
the Praifie View State Normal and Industrial College, and making 
appropriation for the sitpport of same. 
In accordance with the provisions of this act, the Board of Directors 
of the Prairie View College have authorized the following revision and 
extension of the course heretofore in operation at this college. 
This course embraces a total of six years, covering the range of subjects 
or their equivalent, leading to the degree of Bachelor of Arts, which will 
be conferred by the Board of Directors on candidates who have satis­
factorily completed the course. 
Students may be admitted to advanced standing in the course by 
standing required examination, but the work of the last or senior year 
must be done at this college. 
Students completing the first four years of the course will"receive the 
teacher's diploma as heretofore.' This diploma has the rank and validity 
of a permanent State teacher's certificate. 
Graduates of reputable high schools and students of other colleges 
may be admitted to standing without examination on presentation of 
satisfactory class examination record in schools previously attended. 
THE PRAIRIE VIEW STATE NORMAL AND INDUSTRIAL 
COLLEGE OF TEXAS.  





Grammar and Composition. 
Physical Geography. 
Theory and Practice of Industry. 
Winter Term: 
Algebra. 
Grammar and Composition. 
United States History. 
Physiology. 
Theory ajnd Practice of Industry. 
\ 
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Spring Term: 
Algebra. 
Grammar and Composition. 
Botany. 
Ancient History. 













Theory and Practice of Industry. 
Spring Term: 
Plane Geometry. 
Selections from Viri Bomse and Caesar. 
Civics. 
School Management. 






History of Rome. 





History of Greece. 






Theory and Practice of Industry. 1 






Psychology Applied to Teaching. 





History of Education. 
Theory and Practice of Industry. 
Spring Term: 
Spherical Trigonometry. 
De Senectute et De Amicitia. 
Economics. 
Moral Science. 




United States History. 
Geology. 
Elective: Xenophon's Memorabilia, German or Spanish. 
Winter Term: 
Logic. 
Constitutions of the United States and of Texas. 
English Literature. 











Elective: Greek Lessons, German or Spanish. 










Elective: Xenophon's Anabasis, German or Spanish. 
